
1. The news is out there: 
MS Teams Unbundle



Looking for a more secure 
alternative? 



Introducing 
Rocket.Chat 
Secure and compliant collaboration platform. 
Own your data, customize anything, integrate everything. 



Advanced non-siloed team 
collaboration 
Enable teams to securely and effectively interact 
with each other, partners, or any external 
organization from a single platform. Reduce context 
switching, increase transparency and speed up 
work. 

Administrators at even the largest of organizations 
can manage Rocket.Chat workspace and users with 
precise, smart controls.



Backed by enterprise-grade 
security for highly-regulated 

environments
Your data's security is our priority. Communicate with 

peace of mind thanks to premium compliance and 
advanced user management features. 

5.

Compliant with GDPR, OZG, HIPAA, FINRA, FedRAMP 

and more 

02

Message auditing and reporting06

03 180 + customer roles and permissions mapped to your 

org structure 

07 Data loss prevention

04 Advanced AD/LDAP user and group sync

08 Mobile device management 

05 E2E Encryption

01 Self-managed, air-gapped and secure cloud deployment for 

a complete ownership of your data



Flexible and extensible to fit 
your unique business needs

Say goodbye to app-switching chaos. Rocket.Chat 
seamlessly integrates with numerous third-party apps 
and services, making your workflow more efficient. 

Don’t see the app you need in our marketplace? Extend 
and build custom integrations in weeks with our APIs and 
app framework. 



Omnichannel 
communications 
Accelerate time to value by rapidly implementing 
agent-assisted and automated omnichannel 
strategy regardless of your team size.  

Enable your teams with a single interface to 
communicate with each other and assist large 
external audiences, whether customers, students 
citizens, or patients. 



Embeddable to your mobile 
or web app

One size doesn't fit all, and that's where Rocket.Chat 
shines. Leverage our chat APIs to embed custom chat 
experiences into your existing platform.

Power high-volume messaging on our scalable 
infrastructure built for security and reliability. 



Team Collaboration
Individual, Security, and Privacy

Customer Engagement
Omnichannel + Live Chat

Intercompany 
Communication

Federation and Bridges

9

Integrations
DevOps / Chatops



We are committed to your 
success!
From implementation support to in-the-moment 
troubleshooting, we’re here to help you build, scale and 
make the most of the Rocket.Chat. 



“Rocket.Chat really speeds up the process of 
collaborating with our external partners, as well as 
internally. It allows us to share information really 
fast, very effectively, and in different ways.”

Stefan Teubner

IT Project Leader, Audi Business Innovation GmbH

“We wanted to give everyone the freedom to 
connect with each other securely. We needed a 
tool that could bring us together again. Luckily 
we found one with Rocket.Chat.”

Rene Jahnke

Solution Architect, the City of Cologne

● Secure collaboration for 20,000 employees 
distributed across 9 departments in 50 cities.

● Integrated, decentralized communication across the 
city-owned companies and the internal teams for 
all-around, unified management.

● Citizen engagement via their preferred channels.

City of Cologne “We wanted to give everyone the freedom to 
connect with each other securely. We needed a tool 
that could bring us together again. Luckily we found 
one with Rocket.Chat.”

Rene Jahnke

Solution Architect, the City of Cologne

Don’t just take our word for it. Here’s what are customers has to say. 

Audi Business Innovation “Rocket.Chat really speeds up the process of 
collaborating with our external partners, as well as 
internally. It allows us to share information really fast, 
very effectively, and in different ways.”

Stefan Teubner

IT Project Leader, Audi Business Innovation GmbH

● Self-hosted, open-source solution for secure internal 

communication resulting in ⅓ cloud costs saved.

● ChatOps: speed and open communication instantly 
alert them to any issues with their tools, improving the 
quality of their service. 

● Seamless collaboration with other teams and 
companies within VW Group.



Why privacy-conscious German universities choose Rocket.Chat?

Rocket.Chat became the central 
communication platform for the 
entire school community
Rocket.Chat is a great communication 
platform for any school, thanks to its 
simple design, integration options, and 
data security.

Ole Petersen, IT Coordinator at  Berufliche 
Schule Hamburg-Harburg

We looked at various options, but 
Rocket.Chat matched all of our criteria
Rocket.Chat has proven to be quite 
adaptable when it comes to finding the 
best answer to an issue. It was very 
simple to integrate and set up as a 
platform.

Thomas Nau, Deputy Director 
Communication and Information 
Centre (kiz) at Universitaet Ulm

Rocket.Chat is a solution we can 
completely rely on
It's compatible with our infrastructure and 
meets our legal and security standards. 
Therefore, I would strongly recommend other 
educational institutions to use it.

Patrick Holz, Head of Customer & Web 
Support department, University of Cologne



Thank you!
Contact joachim.haas@rocket.chat to help you get started.

Our partners


